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Cats come in different Cats come in different 
shapes and sizes but  shapes and sizes but  
we are all cousinswe are all cousins..

This book is dedicated This book is dedicated 
to Granddaughter Alena who loves cats!to Granddaughter Alena who loves cats!
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I day dream that I day dream that 
I am a kitty cat. I am a kitty cat. 

I like cats. I like cats. 
They are  They are  
cute, colorful cute, colorful 
and cuddly.and cuddly.
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Dad and I talk about  Dad and I talk about  
what I can do during  what I can do during  
this Stay At Home this Stay At Home 
time.time.
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I think I will call my cat cousins.   I think I will call my cat cousins.   
I will ask them three questions!I will ask them three questions!
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I start by practicing  I start by practicing  
with my parents.with my parents.

I ask, “What are  I ask, “What are  
your main talents?”your main talents?”

Dad replies,  Dad replies,  
We are good hunters too.”We are good hunters too.”

Mom said, “We Mom said, “We 
keep our fur very keep our fur very 
clean.”clean.”

Cat CousinsCat Cousins



55 

I ask,  I ask,  
“Where do you live?”“Where do you live?”

Mom and Dad say,  Mom and Dad say,  
“We live in a House."“We live in a House."  

"That is why we  "That is why we  
are called “house cats.”are called “house cats.”
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I ask, “How are  I ask, “How are  
house cats interesting?”house cats interesting?”

Dad said, "In ancient Egypt, cats are very 
important. There are even cat mummies.”

Mom replies, “House cats Mom replies, “House cats 
have lived with people  have lived with people  
for a long time."for a long time."

Cat CousinsCat Cousins



HISSSTAY   AWAY
PURR

WE  ARE  H
APPY

77 

Dad replies, “We “hiss” to mean  
“stay away”.  In house cat language, 
“meow” means “hello and good-bye”.

Mom said, “We cats, make sounds.  Mom said, “We cats, make sounds.  
We purr when we are happy. PURRRRR!”We purr when we are happy. PURRRRR!”
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We set up video calls with  We set up video calls with  
our cat cousins.  Next, I  our cat cousins.  Next, I  
will talk with some of our  will talk with some of our  
cat cousins that can Roar!cat cousins that can Roar!
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Hi Cousin Lions.  What is your main talent?Hi Cousin Lions.  What is your main talent?

“We lions, ROAR so loudly,  “We lions, ROAR so loudly,  
it can be heard for kilometers.  it can be heard for kilometers.  
Lions roar to show this is our land.Lions roar to show this is our land.

Also, Mom lions work together  Also, Mom lions work together  
to do most of the hunting to do most of the hunting 
to feed our families.”to feed our families.”

Lions

Cat CousinsCat Cousins
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I ask, “Where do you Live?”I ask, “Where do you Live?”
“Most lions live on the “Most lions live on the 
grasslands in hot Africa.”grasslands in hot Africa.”
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I ask, How are lions Interesting?I ask, How are lions Interesting?
“Male lions have a lot of muscles  “Male lions have a lot of muscles  
and long hairy manes. We protect  and long hairy manes. We protect  
our lion family that is called a pride.our lion family that is called a pride.

Baby lions are called cubs. Lions are known for their Baby lions are called cubs. Lions are known for their 
courage and strength.  Many human kings and queens courage and strength.  Many human kings and queens 
     have lions as their symbols.”     have lions as their symbols.”
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Next, I call the Cheetahs.  I ask, “What  Next, I call the Cheetahs.  I ask, “What  
is your main talent?”  They answer,”We  is your main talent?”  They answer,”We  
cheetahs run very fast for short distances, cheetahs run very fast for short distances, 
about 0 to 100km (60 miles) in 3 seconds.  about 0 to 100km (60 miles) in 3 seconds.  
We run very fast for less than a minute.”We run very fast for less than a minute.”

CheetahCheetah
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I ask, “Where do you Live?” I ask, “Where do you Live?” 
We Cheetahs live in the Savanna We Cheetahs live in the Savanna 
in Africa.  The Savanna has in Africa.  The Savanna has 
lots of grass and a few trees. lots of grass and a few trees. 
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I ask, “How are you Interesting?”I ask, “How are you Interesting?”
“Our spots are camouflage.  Our spots and “Our spots are camouflage.  Our spots and 
speed help us sneak up on our favorite speed help us sneak up on our favorite 
dinner. We like fast food, but we are faster. dinner. We like fast food, but we are faster. 
When we run, our Cheetah tails help us balance When we run, our Cheetah tails help us balance 
and steer. Our tail is like a rudder on a boat and steer. Our tail is like a rudder on a boat 
or an airplane. Our name comes from the Hindi or an airplane. Our name comes from the Hindi 
word “Chita” that means word “Chita” that means 
“spotted one”.“spotted one”.  
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Next, I call Tigers.  I ask, “What is your  Next, I call Tigers.  I ask, “What is your  
main talent?”  They answer, “We Tigers  main talent?”  They answer, “We Tigers  
have pretty patterns in our fur. We are  have pretty patterns in our fur. We are  
great at playing the game,“Hide and Seek”.great at playing the game,“Hide and Seek”.

TigerTiger
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I ask, “Where do you Live?”I ask, “Where do you Live?”

“We Tigers live in the Jungles of Asia.“We Tigers live in the Jungles of Asia.
Our colors are camouflage that help  Our colors are camouflage that help  
us hide and hunt in the jungle.us hide and hunt in the jungle.

Tigers hunt and eat at night.Tigers hunt and eat at night.
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I ask, “How are Tigers Interesting?”I ask, “How are Tigers Interesting?”

“We Tigers are the largest cats.   “We Tigers are the largest cats.   
Tigers like to swim.  We have webbed  Tigers like to swim.  We have webbed  
toes that help us in the water tootoes that help us in the water too.

Cat CousinsCat Cousins
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A hundred years ago, there  A hundred years ago, there  
were 100,000 Tigers in the wild.were 100,000 Tigers in the wild.

Today, there are only about 4,000  Today, there are only about 4,000  
free Tigers.  People need to help  free Tigers.  People need to help  
protect all animals including Tigers.protect all animals including Tigers.

Cat CousinsCat Cousins
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Next, I call Pumas.Next, I call Pumas.
“What is your main talent?”“What is your main talent?”
“We pumas have strong,  “We pumas have strong,  
large paws with sharp large paws with sharp 
claws.” claws.”  

Puma (Cougar)
Puma (Cougar)
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Where do Pumas Live?  Where do Pumas Live?  

"We live in the Americas from Canada  "We live in the Americas from Canada  
to Chile. Pumas adapt to live in hot  to Chile. Pumas adapt to live in hot  
or cold places.  We Pumas like mountains."or cold places.  We Pumas like mountains."

Cat CousinsCat Cousins
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"Pumas are also called  "Pumas are also called  
cougars and mountain lions."cougars and mountain lions."

I say, "Thank You!   I say, "Thank You!   
That is very interesting!”That is very interesting!”
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Suddenly, I get a phone call.Suddenly, I get a phone call.

  "Hi Lena, this is    "Hi Lena, this is  
  your cousin, Tabby.   your cousin, Tabby. 
  You know I work at  You know I work at
  a museum, where    a museum, where  
  I catch mice?  I catch mice?

  Well! I want to    Well! I want to  
  show you something   show you something 
  here."  here."

Cat CousinsCat Cousins
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Tabby said, “Look at this fossil of our distant  Tabby said, “Look at this fossil of our distant  
cousin.  It is called a saber-toothed cat or Smilodon.cousin.  It is called a saber-toothed cat or Smilodon.

They have big teeth that  They have big teeth that  
let them catch their dinner of let them catch their dinner of 
Bisons or Camels. Bisons or Camels. 

Saber-toothed cats lived in Saber-toothed cats lived in 
North and South America.  North and South America.  
They liked to live in treesThey liked to live in trees."

Cat CousinsCat Cousins
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"A saber is another name for a sword.  "A saber is another name for a sword.  
So, this cat was named for its sword-like teeth.So, this cat was named for its sword-like teeth.
Smilodons are now extinct, which means no longer Smilodons are now extinct, which means no longer 
alive.alive.

Ooh!  I see a mouse.  Got to go! Bye!Ooh!  I see a mouse.  Got to go! Bye!
I look at the picture of the Smilodon.   I look at the picture of the Smilodon.   
Wow!  I bet those teeth were hard to brush!"Wow!  I bet those teeth were hard to brush!"
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Next, I call Cousin Jags.  I ask, “What  Next, I call Cousin Jags.  I ask, “What  
is your main talent?  They reply, “We  is your main talent?  They reply, “We  
jaguars are good jumpers.”jaguars are good jumpers.”

Jags (Jaguars)Jags (Jaguars)

Cat CousinsCat Cousins
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Where do you Live?Where do you Live?

"Jags live in the rainforest.  We like to  "Jags live in the rainforest.  We like to  
sleep in trees..We like to live by rivers. sleep in trees..We like to live by rivers. 

We are not picky about what we eat.  We are not picky about what we eat.  
We eat deer, tapirs, fish and even turtles."We eat deer, tapirs, fish and even turtles."
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How are Jags Interesting?How are Jags Interesting?

"Jags have Spots.  We are good swimmers."Jags have Spots.  We are good swimmers.
The name Jaguar means to jump to catch dinner”.The name Jaguar means to jump to catch dinner”.

Cat CousinsCat Cousins
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I say, "Thank You  I say, "Thank You  
and good-bye to my Cat Cousins."and good-bye to my Cat Cousins."

Cat CousinsCat Cousins
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I share with  I share with  
my friends some my friends some 
fun facts that I fun facts that I 
learn about cats.learn about cats.
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We cats are interesting.  We have eyes We cats are interesting.  We have eyes 
that can see in the dim light at night.that can see in the dim light at night.
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Cats have nine toes on each side.Cats have nine toes on each side.
 Five in the front and four in the back.  Five in the front and four in the back. 
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In 1963, French Felicette  In 1963, French Felicette  
the Astro-cat, was the first the Astro-cat, was the first 
cat to go to outer space.cat to go to outer space.
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Our cat cousins have Our cat cousins have 
many different talents.many different talents.  
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We cats come in many We cats come in many 
colors, shapes and sizes.colors, shapes and sizes.

We live in different 
places around the 
world too.

Cat CousinsCat Cousins



Meow

Purrr

3535

Wow! What a day!  We look up and learn  Wow! What a day!  We look up and learn  
a lot about cat cousins. There is just  a lot about cat cousins. There is just  

one thing left to say, one thing left to say, meow!meow!      
Which means, good-bye!Which means, good-bye!

thethe
endend
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What if we video call different cat cousins?   
We learn about the cats talents.  We see  
where they live.  There are lots of interesting 
fun facts too.  House cats are cousins to lions, 
cheetahs, tigers, pumas, smilodons and jags.   
See inside this book for colorful cats  
with stripes, spots, manes and more!

3636Cat CousinsCat Cousins
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Unfortunately, over half of the first fifty 
space race rockets failed. The US shared 
news of all launches, even the failures. 
SR kept their failures a secret.

Worldwide newspapers mocked the failures  
as “kaputnik”, “oopsnik” and “stayputnik”.
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Both the US and SR sent special machines 
called probes to the moon.  They gathered 
data about what the moon was really like.
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The goal of the US Apollo Project was to send 
three astronauts at a time to the moon.  A 
new rocket called the Saturn V was invented.
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Sadly, the first Apollo mission failed.
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In 1969, Apollo mission 11 
aimed for the moon with 
three astronauts inside
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The Shuttles orbited the 
Earth but could not fly to 
the moon. After 135 
missions, the US Space 
Shuttles wore out without 
being replaced. The last 
one flew in 2011
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Saturn

The Hubble Space Observatory takes 
pictures of space.  Like a giant travel 
guide, it shows us where we could go.
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How did the US win the 1st Space Race to the moon? 
Certainly economy, industry, and national pride  

played important parts in the US win.  Before the moon 
landing, there was secret ingredient.  The US made 
Space exciting, interesting and entertaining.  Walt  
Disney played an important role.  With Disneyland,  

TV programs, comics, toys and games, 
he brought the space race into everyone`s homes  

and hearts.

Mickey and the Moon

Walt
Disney

Von
Braun

Fair Use
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Treks into space start in the human heart.

Chase to Space is the true story about the race to the 
moon between the United States and Soviet Republic.  The 
US was significantly behind at the beginning of the Space 
Race.
How did the competition lead to the first lunar landing?  
Why did the US spend $25 billion on the celestial quest?  
What new items were invented for space travel?  Once the 
US landed on the moon, why did they stop going there?  
Today, we need a fresh vision with renewed vigor toward 
space exploration!  Multiple nations around the world are 
launching rockets.  Like a starting pistol, they signify the 
next space race is on.

Who will win?
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When I stare at a starry sky, I understand why humans When I stare at a starry sky, I understand why humans 
should explore space.  In the book, Moon Race, I learn should explore space.  In the book, Moon Race, I learn 
about the first chase to space.  Much of the technology about the first chase to space.  Much of the technology 
we have today is a spin-off from this race to the Moon.  we have today is a spin-off from this race to the Moon.  
This include critical parts of computers and smartphones. This include critical parts of computers and smartphones. 
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  Cookie Come-FromsCookie Come-Froms

Dedicated to Mom who many 
years ago had homemade 
cookies waiting for us when 
we got home from school.

Also dedicated to everyone 
who likes chocolate chip 
cookies.  

Remember kids to get  
some fruits and veggies too.

1
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Where do cookies come from?  

From stores.



Cookie Come-FromsCookie Come-Froms 4

Where do stores get cookies?  

From bakers.

Where do bakers get the cookies?

From dough they make.

Wikipedia
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Where does dough come from?  

Dough is made of different parts 
called ingredients.

Where do ingredients come from?
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Flour comes from wheat.  
Wheat is a plant.
Most of the cookie is flour.
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Salt comes from the sea.  
Salt is a mineral.   
Salt adds a “salty” flavor.
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Soda is a mineral that makes the 
dough rise and makes the cookies 
lighter. Soda uses bubbles just  
like 'soda' pop soft drinks do.  
The bubbles are carbon-dioxide.  
They make the cookie fluffier. 

The bubbles are the same but  
there is no "soda" in 'soda pop'drinks.
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Butter comes from cows.  
Butter makes the cookie  
moist and adds flavor.
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Sugar comes from the sugar  
cane plant.  Sugar cane looks  
similar to bamboo.  Sugar  
is in the sugarcane juice. 

Wikipedia
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Sugar is sweet.  There is white  
and brown sugar.  Brown Sugar  
has molasses in it.  Under a 
microscope, sugar looks like crystals.
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Vanilla comes from the beans or 
seed pods of an orchid flower 
plant.  Vanilla adds flavor.

Cookie Come-FromsCookie Come-Froms



Eggs come from chickens.  Chickens 
are animals.  Eggs are sticky.  They 
help hold the cookie parts together.

13   Cookie Come-FromsCookie Come-Froms
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Long ago, Aztecs used cocoa seeds as money.

Chocolate comes from what are 
called “cocoa beans’ but are actually 
seeds. The seeds are in a pod from  
a cocoa tree.  Chocolate adds flavor.

Cookie Come-FromsCookie Come-Froms
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Where do cookies come from?
We can buy them at stores.
Well, I have a secret for you!  

Cookies can be made at home.

  Cookie Come-FromsCookie Come-Froms



Start with a list of  
ingredients and instructions.

Chocolate Chip Cookies Recipe

2 ¼  cups Flour (240ml)
1 teaspoon Baking Soda (5ml)
1 teaspoon Salt (5ml)
1 cup Soft Butter (235ml)
¾ cup Brown Sugar (180ml)
¾ cup Sugar (180ml)
1 teaspoon Vanilla (5ml)
About ½ teaspoon Water (about 3ml)
2 Eggs

A) Mix together flour, salt and soda.
B) Stir in butter and both sugars
C) Add Vanilla and water.  Mix together
D) Beat two eggs in separate bowl
E) Mix eggs into the dough
F) Stir the dough together until uniform
G) Add chocolate chips.  Can add nuts too.
H) Bake at 375ºF (190ºC)  for 8 to 11 minutes  
   or until brown
I) Eat and enjoy

Reference the following website for another type of Chocolate Chip 
Cookie    http://www.verybestbaking.com/recipes/18476/Original-
NESTL%C3%89-TOLL-HOUSE-Chocolate-Chip-Cookies/detail.aspx
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Measure out the ingredients  
and follow the instructions.

flour salt

soda
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A) Mix together flour, salt and soda.  
This doesn’t look much like a cookie 
so we better keep going. 

18

flour, salt and soda.flour, salt and soda.
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Measure the butter and sugars.

butter

sugar
DJA

brown sugar
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B) Stir in butter and both sugars. 
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C) Add Vanilla and water.   
 Mix together.

vanilla water
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D) Beat two eggs  
in a separate bowl.
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E) Mix eggs into the dough.
F) Stir the dough together  
      until uniform.
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G) Add chocolate chips.  

24Cookie Come-FromsCookie Come-Froms



This is way too gooey to be cookies.
  
How does dough change into cookies?
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Put little circles of  
dough on to a tray.
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H) Bake at 375ºF (190ºC)  

27   Cookie Come-FromsCookie Come-Froms



...for 8 to 11 minutes  
or until brown.
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While I am waiting for the cookies 
to cool, I think about making cookies.  
We mixed together separate parts 
from plants, animals and minerals.   
We baked the dough into a cookie.
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Next, we get to eat the cookies!   
This is my favorite part of 
making cookies.  I think the 
homemade cookies are better 
than the store bought ones.

DJA
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This has been a sweet story.  Now  
I know where cookies come-from.  

Different parts mix together  
to make cookies.  Each part  
adds something special.  

Together,  
they make a great cookie!

  Cookie Come-FromsCookie Come-Froms
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We like to eat them, but just where  We like to eat them, but just where  
do chocolate chip cookies come from?   do chocolate chip cookies come from?   
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together to make the whole sweet.  Now  together to make the whole sweet.  Now  
that is one smart - about to be eaten - cookie.that is one smart - about to be eaten - cookie.
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The real silkworm is about this size.

 Hi!  
I am ‘Wormie’ the 

silkworm!  Look for me
in the story.

Science of Clothes
-VOOK

 Cozy Clozy  Cozy Clozy 

What actions turn  What actions turn  
cotton into clothes?cotton into clothes?

iii
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Clothes  
are 

cozy!
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Where do clothes  
come from?

thread 

 cloth  
       

shirt    fibers   
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Clothes are made from cloth!
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Cloth is made from threads!

Look at 
thread 

up close.  
It is made of 
twisted lines. 

 Do the twist!
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Threads are made from fibers!

Fibers 
are thin 

and long.

Cotton seed and fibers.



Plants, animals and  
people make fibers.

People use
chemicals to  

make fibers too.
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Cotton fibers  
grow on plants.

Bugs like the 
boll weevil eat
cotton plants.

It’s so 
soft!

cotton
flower

boll

The real boll weevil is about this size.
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The first airplanes 
had cotton cloth wings!

What is made from Cotton?

Today, many clothes are made from cotton.
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Did you know that money  
is made from the fibers  

of two plants?

Flax makes linen!

cotton 
flax
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Wool and silk fibers
come from animals.

Silk comes from 
what is called 
a worm but 
is actually a 
caterpillar. 

Wool comes 
from sheep.

Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy



Yum!  

How do you go from
moth to cloth?
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This is the moth

that lays the 
eggs

that hatch into 
worms, that eat the 

leaves

and make silk cocoons.
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Why is silk  
called worm spit?

Silk comes out of the 
worm’s head to make a cocoon. 
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People make 
fibers from chemicals.

Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy



This is how 
to make polyester.

Mix two chemicals
together,

add heat and pull into thin threads.

These clothes are made of polyester.

Poly

Ester
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It is interesting that soda  
pop bottles with this sign

are made from polyester too.

Fair Use Fair Use 
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Why do we wear 
different fabrics?
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We wear cotton
for comfort,

wool for 
warmth

and silk because
it’s shiny!

We wear polyester because it resists 
wrinkles.
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Over

Under

Actions turn
fibers into cloth!

Threads go over
and under to
weave cloth.
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Here are more ways to make fabrics:

knit loops, criss-cross 
braid

and smash felt.

These actions are used to:  
knit socks, braid shoe laces and make felt jackets.
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ClothCloth 
comescomes

in manyin many
colors!colors!
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Colors and shapes form patterns!

How are different
patterns put on to cloth?

plaid

paisley

polka dots
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This shirt is tied 
into many parts

and then dye is added

to make tie-dye!

Coooool shirt!

 Tie-Dye
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 Screen Print

Here is an example.

This screen has patterns that are printed on to cloth.
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 Roller Print

These rollers print long, repeating 
patterns.  This is the most  
common way to add color to cloth.

Here is an example.
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 Cut and Sew

Pieces of cloth are 
cut into shapes and 
sewn together to 
make clothes.

cut sew

Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy



Clothes are the results of these actions:

weave,

and sew.

cut
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Fibers make more than just clothes.
They also make things like...

curtains,

couches,

and carpets.

Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy



We all use fabrics when we:

play,

work,

leap,

and sleep.
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Now, to close on clothes. 

First, people
wore animal 

skins. Next, people wore
wool and cotton.

Today, we
also wear clothes 

made from chemicals.

Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy



pillowpillow

couchcouch

back
backpack

pack

toweltowel

meme

rugrug

Because of this book, I now  
understand how fibers are made  

into the fabrics that I use everyday!
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Word List

Word Definition Page
braid Criss-cross threads together. 20

chemicals Ingredients that mix together to make things 6, 14

cloth Fabric made from woven threads 3, 19

cocoon Hard shell made by silk worms.  It is made of
silk fibers. It’s where the caterpillar turns into a moth.

12

cozy clozy Comfortable clothes 1

fabric Something made from fibers 20

felt Glue and smash threads together 20

fiber Something thin and long that is used to make threads 5

knit Loop threads together 20

pattern Colors and shapes 22

polyester A fiber made by people from chemicals. 15,16

roller print Apply color to cloth using sequential rollers.  This is the most 
common way to add patterns to cloth.

25

screen 
print

Use a screen (similar to a window screen) 
to squeegee color onto cloth.

24

sew Join pieces of cloth together with a needle and thread 26, 27

threads Fibers twisted together into thin and long strands 4, 5

tie-dye Tie cloth into parts and dye to make patterns. 23

weave Move threads over and under each other to make cloth. 19, 27

32
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Try It!

 Look at Labels to see what fabrics are 
made from!  What actions add color?   
How are the fibers turned into fabrics?   
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Review

From fibers to fabrics, 
it takes many actions to 
make our closets full of 
colorful, comfy clothes.

34Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy

thread thread 

 clothcloth   
       shirt  shirt      

fibers   
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Cozy Clozy - From Fibers To FabricsCozy Clozy - From Fibers To Fabrics is a  is a 
short story that shows the following.  Why short story that shows the following.  Why 
are fibers made into things?  How are clothes are fibers made into things?  How are clothes 
made and colored?  What things are made made and colored?  What things are made 
out of fibers?  Who uses fabrics?  The brief, out of fibers?  Who uses fabrics?  The brief, 
fun flowing words complimented with colorful fun flowing words complimented with colorful 
and clear pictures share a story children love and clear pictures share a story children love 
to hear.  After reading the book, children take  to hear.  After reading the book, children take  
an active interest in cloth.  They notice an active interest in cloth.  They notice 
different fibers and fabrics in their world.  different fibers and fabrics in their world.  
Adults also find themselves looking at labels Adults also find themselves looking at labels 
and understanding textiles more.and understanding textiles more.
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  What ifWhat if  
Dinosaurs Dinosaurs come  come  

to my home  to my home  
for for DinnerDinner??

iii
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“Oi!  No toys at the table. 
It is time for dinner,” 

Mom said.

 Dinos to Dinner Dinos to Dinner
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“Dinos are amazing! 
I wish dinosaurs could 

come to my 
house for dinner.” 

Dinos to DinnerDinos to Dinner
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Suddenly!  Funky Fairy appears! 
 “Well!  I can help.  We will have 
to do this outside.  Remember, 

some dinos eat plants for dinner. 
Some dinos eat meat!" 

Poof! 
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Funky Fairy waves her  
magic wand.  Dinos appear.

Excitedly Jax exclaims, “Oh my gosh!  
Can you see that over there?” 

Dinos to DinnerDinos to Dinner
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Jax runs and stands next to one 
of his favorite dinos!  Wow! 
It is Steg, the Stegosaurus.

Steg, Stegosaurus 
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Jax asks, “What does Steg  
like for dinner?”  Funky replies, 
“Steg eats plants like these.” 

6

“Steg, and dinos  like her, are  
called plant eaters or herbivores.”

Dinos to DinnerDinos to Dinner



Why do they need armor? 
Later, we will see why. 

7

Steg is like a dinosaur knight. 
Stegosaurs have armor like 

plates on their backs. 
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Wow!  With a pronto `Poof` 
from Funky, Bronto the 
Brontosaurus appears.

8

Bronto, Brontosaurus 

`Poof`

Dinos to DinnerDinos to Dinner



Yup!  Brontosaurs eat lots of plants.

9

Bronto is BIG but he is  
gentle and nice!  What does  
Bronto eat for dinner?  Yup!  

Brontosaurs eat lots of plants.
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Brontos are one of the  
biggest dinos. Brontos  

can weigh as much as 15 cars. 
Brontos have strong legs.

10

Notice his long neck  
to help him eat tall plants.
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Try, Triceratops 

Next, Try, the triceratops 
appears.  Try has three horns.

Try, like her name, likes to try new things.
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Jax thinks of his Mum trying  
to get him to eat veggies.

Try eats plants, even the ones  
her Mum said are good for her. 

Dinos to DinnerDinos to Dinner
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Try sees her sister  
hatch from an egg.

Aha!   Dinos come from eggs! 
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Funky yells, 
“Magic Selfie time!”
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Funky reminds us.  "Remember,  
some dinos are meat eaters!"

Next, serious Funky  
waves her wand!  Suddenly,  

Personal Protective Equipment 
called PPE, appears. 

PPE

 Dinos to Dinner Dinos to Dinner
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T-Rex, Tyranosaurus 
Next, they see T-Rex,  

chasing after duck-billed  
dinosaurs for a fast food dinner.

T-Rex is a meat eater or carnivore.   
Bit gory that, but true.

Dinos to DinnerDinos to Dinner
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Tyranosaurus Rex means king of  
the terrible tyrant dinos.  Jax looks  
at T-Rex and the big, sharp teeth! 

Jax is thankful for the PPE. 
Jax thinks that this dino will 
have to eat dinner by himself.

T-Rex has  
short but  
strong arms.
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Next, we see another meat eater! 
Wow!  Rap the Raptor appears.

18

Rap, Raptor 
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Rap sings in loud squeaky voice, 
“Let`s do the Raptor Rap! 

Yo, Yo, You Know! 
I’m a good hunter.  I like to eat meat.  

I sure am glad, that we don’t meet.  
Or I just might munch on your feet!”

Now you know why Steg has plates.  Armor  
protects plant eaters from meat eater dinos.
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Raptors run fast!  They have  
sharp teeth and claws.  Raptors  
like to hunt together in groups. 

Good for the Raptors. 
Not so good for ones they catch. 

Raptors like fast food too!

Igu
and

on
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In the past, dinos lived on earth. 
But long ago, something big happened.  

It killed off all the dinos. 

This is why, today  This is why, today  
there are no dinosaurs. there are no dinosaurs. 

Over 60 million years ago. Over 60 million years ago. 
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Jax asks, “So if dinos don’t 
live today, how do we know 

about dinosaurs?” 

22Dinos to DinnerDinos to Dinner
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Funky replies, “Excellent question! 
People find dino bones that  
over time have turned into  

rocks.  They are called fossils!” 

“Fossils are why we know about dinosaurs!” 
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Today, lizards and other  
reptiles and maybe even birds  

are distant cousins to the dinos.” 
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Funky looks at her watch. “UH! OH! 
“We need to hurry.  At the same  

time as dinos lived on land...
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These creatures lived in the seas!" 

PliosaurPliosaur

IchthyosaurIchthyosaur

ammoniteammonite
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Pliosaurs ate fish,  
sharks and Ichthyosaurs.

27

PliosaurPliosaur Fossil Fossil

PliosaurPliosaur
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Ichthyosaurs ate  
fish and ammonites.

28

IchthyosaurIchthyosaur Fossil Fossil

IchthyosaurIchthyosaur
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Some ammonites grew  
as large as 2 meters. 

29

For thousands of years, people  
have found ammonite fossils.

Egyptian god AmmonEgyptian god Ammon AmmoniteAmmonite Fossil Fossil

They are named after 
the Egyptian god,  
Ammon.  See his 

horns. 
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Two hundred years ago, in rocky 
cliffs near the sea in southern  

England,  this lady was one  
of the first to find pliosaur  

and ichthyosaur fossils. 

3030

Mary AnningMary Anning
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Wow!  Terry, the  
flying Pterosaur appears. 

Terry makes noisy screechy sounds. 

`Poof`

`screech`
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Jax asks, “If dinos  
lived long ago, how do  
we know their names?”

 Funky replies, “Well, we don’t.” 
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The name, Pterosaur comes from two Greek 
words, pteron (wing) and saurus (lizard). 

“We have to give  
them new names.”

 Pterosaur
means

“wing lizard”.
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Pterosaurs ate fish,  
lizards and big insects. 

Some pterosaurs are called pterodactyls. 
Pterodactyl means “ wing with flying fingers”. 

Dinos to DinnerDinos to Dinner
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GROWLGROWL

All this talk about dino dinners,  
reminds Jax that he is hungry too!

Jax said, “Thank you   
Funky for a very fun day!”

“Can we please go home now?”
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She gives the magic selfie pictures to  
Jax.  With a poof, Funky disappears.

With a wand wave and flash, they  
are back home.  Funky smiles. 
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Jax washes his hands.  
He sits at the table.   

Jax looks at the people food.
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Jax sees the magic  
selfies.  He thinks about  

what dinos eat for dinner!  
Suddenly, Jax hears a song.  

Dinos to DinnerDinos to Dinner
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“Yo, Yo, You Know! 
We meet dinos that do plants eat. 

We also see dinos that munch meat. 
Like Us Rapping Raptors, clap. clap, clap. 

We see dinos that are fast and tall. 
We know that dinos are awesome all!” 
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Jax laughs, “Wow!  What a 
great day!  I sure am glad 
we have fossils that shows  

us about dinosaurs!”
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“Good thing that my toy  
dinos are not life size too!” 

“Dinos are more than just  
bones.  Dinos of many shapes  
and sizes once lived on earth! 

What if dinosaurs  
could come to dinner? 

Well! We will need a bigger table  
with different types of food too! 

Dinosaurs are very interesting!” 
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What will it be like if dinosaurs  
come to dinner?  Funky Fairy helps  
us find out.  See inside for the  
exciting adventure of what dinos eat.

Dinos to Dinos to DDinnerinner
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What are the math  
actions that make money move?
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Math makes money flow!

$7
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Funky Fairy likes math.  She has  
fun helping others learn math too.
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One day, Funky Fairy hears a lady  
yell.  “Help!  These numbers don’t  
make sense!  I don’t know how  
much my bill will be?”

2 Money MathMoney Math



“That’s easy!” said Funky.   
She reaches into her magic  
bag and pulls out a plus sign.

add

3 Money Math Money Math 



Funky said, “Just use this plus 
sign to add your bill.  
Adding makes the number bigger. 
It tells you the total cost  
of what you are buying.”

+$1
$3 +$2+$1 = $7

4Money MathMoney Math



5 

“Wow!  Thanks!  This plus sign sure  
is handy!  I will use add all the time!”

1
2 3 4

5 6

7 8 9
10

5 + 5 = 10 
Just then, at the next isle  
over, Funky hears a call for Help!

Money Math Money Math 



Funky quickly flies over and asks,  
“How may I help?”  The man 
replies, “How much should my 
change be?”

6Money MathMoney Math



“Oh!  That is easy!” said Funky 
Fairy.  She reaches in her magic 
 bag and pulls out a minus sign.

7

subtractsubtract
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Funky said,“How much you pay,  
take-away your bill, equals your change!

$10 - $7 = $3

$4 $2

$7

$1

8

The man asks, “How did you do that?”
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Funky replies, “We use take-
away that is also called sub-
tract. 
It makes the number smaller.”

The man said, “Wonderful!  I  
will use take-away, all the time.

“Hey!  I just noticed that add  
and take-away are opposites.”

+-
3 + 2 = 5 

5 - 2 = 3

Money Math Money Math 
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$10 - $7 = $3

Just then, a  
worker asks, “Help!”

Funky replies, “Back to your bill. 
Ten take-away seven is three.

The man smiles, “So my 
change is three.”

Money MathMoney Math



Funky quickly flies over and asks, “May  
I help you?”  The worker replies, “How  
do I know how much money I make?”

11 Money Math Money Math 



Funky said, “Oh! That is easy!”  She  
takes a times sign out of her magic bag.

12

tim
es

Money MathMoney Math
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Funky asks the worker a  
couple of questions. “How  
many hours did you work?”   
The worker answers, “40.”

“How much do you  
make?” “$10 per hour”

X
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Funky smiles and said,  
“Forty times ten is for hundred.”

40 X $10 = $400

The worker asks, 
“How did you do that?”

14Money MathMoney Math
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Funky said, “It is easy  
with times.  Times is also called 
multiply.  Multiply makes the 
number bigger.”

Funky said,”To make them easier  
to learn,we put Times in a Table!”

11

“For example, column times row.
Five times two equals ten.”

22 33 44 55
11

22

   X   = 1055 22
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The worker said, “I will learn the 
Times Tables now.  Next time, I 
will be able to multiply by myself.” 

Times 

16

X 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
3  6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60
7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 70
8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80
9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81 90
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Money MathMoney Math

Multiply



Just then, there is a call for 
help from across the counter.

17 Money Math Money Math 



The child said, “I only have $5.   
“How do I know how many cookies  
I can buy?  They cost 50 cents  
each. I want to share with my 
friends.

18Money MathMoney Math



Funky Fairy said, “That is 
easy!”  She grabs a divide  
sign from her magic bag.

divide

19 Money Math Money Math 
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Funky said,  
“The answer is 10.”

The child asks,   
“How did you do that?”

Funky answers, “Five dollars is 
five hundred cents. 
$5 = 500¢. 

Each cookie costs fifty cents. 

So …”

50¢

Money MathMoney Math
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500 ÷ 50¢ = 10 cookies.”

“Five hundred  
divided by fifty is ten. 

Money Math Money Math 
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Funky Fairy laughs, “Divide is finding  
out, how many parts are in a whole.   
For example, there are eight pieces  
in this whole pie. Each piece is 1/8th.”

Money MathMoney Math
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Funky continues, “Divide also  
asks, how many of a number  
are in the total.  For example,  
how many 5’s are in 20?  
The answer is 4.

Divide makes the number smaller.”  

÷

Money Math Money Math 
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 20 ÷ 5 = 4   
Twenty divided by five equals four.

5 10

15 20
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The child replies,  “Hey!   
I know that divide is  
the opposite of times.”

Funky agrees!   
Five times four is twenty. 

11 22 33 44 55
11

22

33

44

 5 X 4 = 20   
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The people at the store  
clap and clap.  They say,  
“Hooray for Funky Fairy!”

Funky replies, “Hooray  
for plus, subtract, times  
and divide math also!”

Money MathMoney Math
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Funky Fairy smiles,   
“What an amazing day!  
We addedadded bills;  
subtractedsubtracted change;  
multiplied a paycheck  
and divided pie!

Money Math is very  
useful and it tastes  
good too!”

Money Math Money Math 
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Review
With simple math, we manage, 

where our money goes!

 2 X 2 = 4   

Money Math Money Math 
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Let`s learnLet`s learn
English numbers.English numbers.
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Why do I  
need numbers?

1
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Numbers tell us:
How many? How much?  

How old?  What day is it? 

2
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Numbers count!

3
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I have one head with one nose and 
one mouth.  Our number one is a 
line drawn from the top down.  

One
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Here are more ones. 
There is one sun and one moon too!

The number one is on our money.

The Chinese number ‘one’ is drawn 
side-to-side. 



6

I have two eyes.   
I have two arms and hands  
and two legs and feet too.

Two
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Here are more two's. 
Animals have two eyes.   
Bicycles or bikes have 2 
tires. “Bi” means 2.  
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Three
My fingers have three parts.  
Triangles have three sides. 

This sign is a triangle.  

Traffic lights have three colors.

YIELD
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Here are more three's. 

Triceratops had 3 horns.  
A tricycle has three wheels. 
“Tri” means 3.
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Squares have four equal sides. 
Rectangles have four sides too.  

I see lots of shapes with four sides.

Four
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Here are more four's. 
Many animals have 4 legs.  
Four quarters make a dollar.   
There are 4 seasons.  Cars  
and Quad cycles have four 
tires.  Quad means four.

4
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I have five fingers on one hand. 
I have five toes on one foot.

Five
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Here are more five's. 
This starfish has five legs.   
This star has five points.  
Pentagons have 5 sides.  
Penta means five.

Five pennies make a nickel.
Numbers CountNumbers Count
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These insects each have six legs.

Six
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Here are more six's. 

These building blocks and 
dice each have six faces.  
Bees make hexagon shaped 
honeycombs with six sides.  
Hexa means six.

Numbers CountNumbers Count
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These flowers each have eight petals.

Eight
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Here are more eight's. 
An octopus has eight arms.  
Spiders have eight legs.  
A stop sign has 8 sides.  
It is an octagon.   
Octa means eight.

STOP
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Interesting! 
Long ago, the Roman calendar  
only had 10 months. Their eighth 
month was called October.
So in history, October means 
eighth month, even though  
today, it is our tenth month.
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In China, 8 is a lucky number.

The Chinese Olympics started  
on eight seconds and 8 minutes, 
after 8 pm on the eighth day  
of the eighth month of 2008.

8
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Nine

Cats have nine toes on each side.Cats have nine toes on each side.
 Five in the front and four in the back.  Five in the front and four in the back. 
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Here are more nine's. 

Baseball has nine innings. 
999 is used to call  
emergency in England.  
K-9 means police dog.  It  
is short for the word  
canine which means dog.   
A nonagon has nine sides.

23 Numbers CountNumbers Count
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Now, we have learned 
our numbers one to nine.
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When counting, 
nine numbers are not enough. 

A ‘number’ for nothing  
is needed.  Zero, alone,  
means none, zip, nada, zilch.
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How many fingers do we have?

Let`s count ... 1 to 9 and 10. 
The number ten is made of the 
number one followed by a zero. 

Numbers CountNumbers Count
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Take a break before  
reading the rest of the book. 

One zero makes:   
One into ten  

and Two into twenty.

Numbers CountNumbers Count
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Here is how to count  
by tens: from 10 to 90.

10

10 - Ten
20 - Twenty
30 - Thirty
40 - Forty  
50 - Fifty
60 - Sixty 

70 - Seventy
80 - Eighty
90 - Ninety

Numbers CountNumbers Count
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Two zeros turn 1 into One Hundred
Here is how to count by hundreds  

from 100 to 900.

$100

100 - One Hundred
200 - Two Hundred

300 - Three Hundred
400 - Four Hundred  
500 - Five Hundred
600 - Six Hundred 

700 - Seven Hundred
800 - Eight Hundred
900 - Nine Hundred

Numbers CountNumbers Count
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Now, for a surprise.  
This is the number 1,000.  
See the three zeros? 

1,000

Numbers CountNumbers Count
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10, 100, 1,000
Zero holds the ones,  
tens and hundreds places.

Notice how zero has a  
special job in numbers.

We will need this when we do math.

Numbers CountNumbers Count
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Why is the number zero important?  

To answer the question, lets look at 
number systems that don't have zero. 

Numbers CountNumbers Count
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Here are Roman and Chinese Numbers.

Roman
example

Example
of Chinese
Numbers

Numbers CountNumbers Count
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For over 1,000 years, Roman 
Numbers and counting boards 
were used in Europe.   
Pebble rocks were placed  
on the lines to count numbers.
There were different lines  
for 1`s,  10`s, 100`s etc.

Numbers CountNumbers Count
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The main point is that Roman  
Numbers cannot do math directly. 

The counting board was used  
to do math like to count.  The  
Roman Numbers are only  
used to write the answers. 

Numbers CountNumbers Count
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The Asian Abacus has been used 
even longer than the counting  
board.  The beads are used to  
count.  Chinese Numbers only  
write down the answers too. 

Numbers CountNumbers Count
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Zero is very important.

With not to nine numbers, 
we can do math directly!

   5
+ 4___
   9

   7
+ 3  ___
  10

Numbers CountNumbers Count
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To recap, we can count
up to ten on our fingers.

For example, 

[ 5     +      4  = 9 ]  

Five plus four equals nine. 

Next, comes the number 1010.

Numbers CountNumbers Count
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We use NOT to NINE
 numbers to do math!

What do we do when we want  
to count more than 10 fingers?   

Numbers CountNumbers Count
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Here are more examples.

Notice how the numbers 
move to the next column.  
This is possible because 
zero is a place holder.

              1          1
         29        99

               + 11     +  22 
               _____    _____
               40        121 
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I need numbers to...

count,

paypay
bills,bills,

Why do I need numbers?

Numbers CountNumbers Count
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play, call and add.

tell time    and dates,

42

October 

Numbers CountNumbers Count
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Who would have thought - 
that nine numbers and a not - 
can really do a lot!  

This book ends 
but my counting 
adventures 
continue!

I use numbers everyday!

Numbers CountNumbers Count
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Share with OthersShare with Others
Plants Give

ii

Give and the world grows Give and the world grows 
to be a better place.to be a better place.  
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We see how  We see how  
much plants give.much plants give.

We learn to give too. We learn to give too.   

 Plants Give  Plants Give 
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We are plants.
We have scents but  
we can't smell them.

1  Plants Give  Plants Give 



2

We have pretty colors 
but we can't see them. 

Plants GivePlants Give
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We make food that 
we can't eat. 

Why do we do this?

 Plants Give  Plants Give 
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Well, first let me explain  
a bit about plants.  Plants  
have leaves, stems and roots.

leaves
 s

te
m

s 

rootsroots

Plants GivePlants Give
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Leaves catch sunshine.  The  
sun gives us plants power. This  
is like how toys need batteries.

 Plants Give  Plants Give 
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Roots "drink"  
water and vitamins.

Plants GivePlants Give
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Stems are like straws. They 
move the water and vitamins 
to the plant parts that  
make leaves and flowers. 

 Plants Give  Plants Give 
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Many flowers like  
roses smell very nice. 
Lilacs smell so nice, their 
scent is used by people  
to make perfume.

Plants GivePlants Give
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9

Sometimes, the earth can be  
a stinky place. We plants just  
want to help make the air smell  
better.  Insects also use  
our scents to find us plants.

 Plants Give  Plants Give 
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The earth, will be boring if 
everything is the same color.  
We plants make colorful 
flowers.  We give them to 
people.   People give them to 
each other too.  Color also 
helps insects find us plants.

Plants GivePlants Give
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Flowers are also good for bees. 
Bees get pollen from flowers. 
Bees use it to make honey. 
The bees help us plants too. 
Bees pollinate us plants. 
Pollinate means to help the  
plant get ready to make fruit.

 Plants Give  Plants Give 
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Some flowers have sweet  
nectar.  Flower nectar is food  
to some insects and birds.   
While drinking nectar, they  
help pollinate us plants too. 

Plants GivePlants Give
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Flowers come in 
rainbows of colors. 

 Plants Give  Plants Give 
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After the flower is  
pollinated, the color  
fades.   Next, fruit  
begins to grow.

Plants GivePlants Give
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We plants, powered by sunlight, 
change water and minerals into 
fruit.   It takes months for the  
fruit to grow.  One day, the fruit 
is ripe and ready to be picked. 

leavesleaves sunsun

waterwater

mineralsminerals

fruit
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We freely give our fruit  
to those who are hungry. 

Plants GivePlants Give
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Plants also make veggies. 

vegetables
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Veggie plants work very  
similar to fruit plants.

leaves

 s
te

m
s 

st
em

s 

rootsroots

veggiesunsun
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Both fruit and veggie  
plants make seeds. 
What do seeds do? 

 Plants Give  Plants Give 
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Inside the seed is a secret 
code called DNA.  DNA 
helps the seed grow into a 
new plant.  When animals  
or people eat our fruit,  
they scatter our seeds too. 
This helps us plants grow  
in more places.

Plants GivePlants Give
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Now to close on plants.   
We have fragrant scents 
and pretty flowers and  
tasty fruits and veggies. 

 Plants Give  Plants Give 
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We make that which we can't  
use ourselves.  We give it all  
away so that the world will  
be a better place to live.    
We help the world smell  
nicer and share colors too.   
We help those who are   
hungry become full.  

Plants GivePlants Give
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Even though people don't 
have fragrances, flowers  
or fruits,  people give  
back by sharing with  
and helping others. 

 Plants Give  Plants Give 
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Sun’s Above the Clouds
- A Sunny, Curious, Point of View 

ii
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May we remember that  
the sun is up above us,  
even when we can’t see it. 

iii

Sun shines above the Clouds.

How can Tari, see a gray rainy day  
and have hope for more sunshine?

Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds



Dedicated to Tari  
Anchalee, whose  
personality is sunshine 
even on rainy days.

ivSun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds
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It is raining. That’s too bad.   
I want to go outside and  
play but I can’t!  Huh!

1Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds



It is wet out there, so I am  
in here! Mom said, “Don’t 
mope, have hope!  The Sun 
will shine again.”

2 Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds



3Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds



Dad asks me, “Where is the 
Sun when it rains?”  I had  
not thought about that before. 

4 Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds



I say, I don’t know. I look 
out the window but I do not 
see the Sun.

5Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds



Dad asks, “Has  
the Sun moved?”

I think about it  
and say, I don’t 
think so.

6 Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds
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Dad said, “Here is 
help to understand.  
Clouds come between 
the earth and the sun 
like this pillow and 
this ball.” 

8 Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds
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“The sun like 
this light has 
not moved.  
The sun is still 
up above us.”  

10 Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds
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“Soon, the clouds 
will leave and the  
Sun will shine again.

For now, let’s 
enjoy our time 
indoors.  Let’s play  
a game together.”

12 Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds
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Later, I look outside.   
The rain has stopped. 
The puddles are drying up.

14 

evaporateevaporate
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Hooray!  The  Hooray!  The  
Sun is shining Sun is shining 
through the through the 
clouds!clouds!

16 Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds
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There is a colorful rainbow.   
I see red, orange, yellow, 
green, blue and more.

18 Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds



Dad said, “Please never 
look straight at the Sun.  
It is so bright it can  
hurt your eyes.”

19Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds



The next time when it rains,  
I smile because I know a secret. 

20 Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds



The Sun is still up  
there above the clouds.  

21Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds



  I know the Sun will shine again.  

22 Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds
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The cloudsclouds won’t stay forever.   
Soon they will move away and  
it will be another sunnysunny day!



24

Tari learns a secret, that the sun  
shines above us even during rainy days.

 We learn, that there is sunny  
hope even when things are not going well.   

We also learn to be curious about our  
world and that Science is like sunshine.

Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds



When it rains, where is the Sun?  It is  When it rains, where is the Sun?  It is  
still up there even though we can’t see it. still up there even though we can’t see it. 
The Sun is above the clouds.  This story The Sun is above the clouds.  This story 
shows how the Sun will shine on us again. shows how the Sun will shine on us again.  

Sun’s Sun’s Above the CloudsClouds
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Tree Trips
- Wide Wonderful World

iiTree TripsTree Trips
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May we travel 
widely, to experience 

the earth’s many wonders!
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An apple tree grows in 
the green countryside 
near a road.

Tree TripsTree Trips1 



2

Everyday, the tree sees people in  
cars driving by.  It wonders where  
are they going in such a hurry.

Tree TripsTree Trips
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One day, a car stops.  The  
people jump out of the car.  
They take pictures of the tree.

Tree TripsTree Trips
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Tree asks the people, “Where  
are you driving to in such a 
hurry?”

Tree TripsTree Trips
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“We live in the city.   
We work there too.”  
say the people.

Tree TripsTree Trips
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Tree asks, “What is the city like?”

Tree TripsTree Trips
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The people explain, “There are tall 
buildings in the city.  At night, there  
are rainbows of bright lights also.”
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The people continue, “There are  
lots of things to do too like movies, 
restaurants and malls.”  Tree replies, 
“I would like to visit the city.” 
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The people say, “Well,  
if you make it to the city.   
You can stay with us.”
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“Hmmm?” said the tree as it 
looks at its roots stuck in the 
ground. Tree thinks and thinks 
about what to do. It searches 
the Internet for ideas.   
Finally, tree has an  
“Ahaa!” moment.
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Tree sells its  
apples to get money.
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Tree has a special trolley made. 
Workers with a special digger crane 
help lift the tree into the trolley.
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Tree goes to the city and 
visits its friends.  Good thing 
they have a big enough space 
where tree can stay.
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The people take the tree on a tour of 
the city.  Tree sees the tall buildings,  
shopping malls and centers.  At night,  
tree sees the bright many-colored lights.
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Tree thinks that the city is 
interesting.  There are lots of  
glass and steel and concrete but…
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Tree notices there 
aren’t any plants.
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Tree helps the people plant 
lots of plants in the city.
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They plant grass and flowering 
bushes and lots and lots of trees 
including fruit trees too.  Other 
people who live in the city help 
too.  Everyone said that the  
city looks much better now!
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Tree returns home.  Tree 
is glad to be back in the 
country where there are 
lots of plants.
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Suddenly, tree sees a  
plane high up in the sky.
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Tree thinks, “I wonder where  
the plane is going? Next harvest, 
I will go on another trip! There 
are more places to visit!  The 
world is a wide wonderful place!”
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A tree goes on a trip.  It helps make the city  A tree goes on a trip.  It helps make the city  
a better place to live in.  The tree learns  a better place to live in.  The tree learns  
that the world is a wide and wonderful place.that the world is a wide and wonderful place.
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